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Crossrail Amendment of Provisions

Route Window C12: Mile End Park and Eleanor Street Shafts

Location plan of Mile End Park and Eleanor Street Shafts

4.1

Introduction

4.1.1

The main ES describes the construction of Eleanor Street shaft, a permanent shaft
that is needed to comply with safety requirements that will provide intervention
and ventilation facilities for the Crossrail tunnel (Volume 2, Chapter 8, Section
8.15, paragraph 8.15.8).

4.1.2

The Eleanor Street shaft will be built in the eastern end of what is currently a travellers’
site at the eastern end of Eleanor Street (as shown on Map C12(i) of the AP2 ES
mapping volume (AP2a)) in an area of land called Bow Triangle. The main ES states
that the gypsy and travellers’ site (hereafter referred to as the travellers’ site), will be
relocated and that the site will not be reinstated following the construction phase.
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4.1.3

Since submission of the Bill, a revised scheme has been developed to enable
the travellers to remain within Bow Triangle in a reconfigured site during both the
construction and operational phases of Crossrail. This will require an additional
area of land to accommodate the displaced travellers during both construction
of the shaft and after construction is complete. The land is outside the current limits
of the Bill, hence the need for an Amendment. In addition, a permanent stopping
up of Eleanor Street will be required and a new access road will be provided for
the travellers’ site and a business park (the Bow Triangle Business Centre) to
the west and south of the site.

4.1.4

The permanent Crossrail works will remain unchanged as presented and assessed
in the main ES, other than an increase in the length of the operational access road
which is required as a result of changes to the travellers’ site.

4.1.5

This chapter sets out information on the following:
• the original proposals for the worksite location;
• the revised proposals for the worksite location, including proposals for the
travellers’ site, proposed changes to the operational access road, the stopping
up of Eleanor Street, and the proposed new access road;
• a description of the construction works for the revised proposals; and
• an assessment of any changes to the significant environmental impacts reported
in the main ES.
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Travellers’ Site at Eleanor Street

4.2

The Works
The Original Works

4.2.1

The Eleanor Street shaft will be built in the eastern end of what is currently a travellers’
site, at the eastern end of Eleanor Street, with works to be carried out from the current
travellers’ site. This site, known as the Bow Triangle site, is bounded by the District line
viaduct to the north, a mainline railway viaduct to the south, Rounton Road to the east
and Eleanor Street to the north. Relocation of the travellers to an offsite location was
to be required prior to the commencement of construction.
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The Revised Scheme
4.2.2

Construction of the Crossrail infrastructure will remain largely unchanged from the works
set out and assessed in the main ES. However, the revised scheme reconfigures the
travellers’ site to enable its residents to stay within the Bow Triangle during construction
and operation.

4.2.3

The laundry building (39–41 Eleanor Street), located at the north of the Bow Triangle
site, and units 1– 3 of Bow Triangle Business Centre, will be acquired and demolished.
The travellers’ site will be reconfigured within the new area (as shown on map C12(iii)
of the AP2 ES mapping volume AP2a), to allow the creation of the Eleanor Street
worksite. This will only require one phased move of the travellers and will result in an
area of vacant land not required by Crossrail after construction is complete. The vacant
land will be disposed of in accordance with Crossrail’s Land Disposal Policy (as set
out in Crossrail’s Information Paper C10 – Land Disposal Policy), but for the purposes
of assessment it has been assumed that the area will comprise a cleared site.
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Existing Situation

Existing Situation

During Construction

Indicative Permanent Layout

Stages of construction
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4.2.4

In addition, a new access road will be provided for the travellers’ site and a business
park (the Bow Triangle Business Centre) to the south of the site. Works within the
highway in Eleanor Street and in the access road to the Bow Triangle Business
Centre are likely to be required to connect utilities in the new access road.

4.2.5

The final layout for the permanent travellers’ site will be larger than the current site.
As a consequence, the Crossrail operational access road will be the full length of
the northeastern boundary of the travellers’ site.

4.3

Construction of the Revised Works
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Duration of the Works
4.3.1

The construction period for the Crossrail works will remain as three years and three
months as reported in the main ES. However, the reconfiguration of the travellers’
site, and the demolition of the laundry building (39-41 Eleanor Street) and units 1-3
of Bow Triangle Business Centre will be required prior to the start of Crossrail main
works, taking approximately 12 months to complete.
Construction Plant

4.3.2

The construction plant will remain unchanged from that described in the main ES
(Volume 2, Chapter 8, Section 8.15, paragraph 8.15.15).
Worksites

4.3.3

The Crossrail worksite has been amended to accommodate the travellers’ site as
shown in Map C12(iii) of the AP2 ES mapping (AP2a).

4.4

Mitigation and Residual Impacts
Overview

4.4.1

The proposed temporary works do not change the conclusions as set out in the
main ES with respect to archaeology, traffic and transport, noise and vibration,
water resources or contaminated land.
Impacts on Landscape, Townscape and Built Heritage
Baseline

4.4.2

The worksite is within a townscape of low quality and low sensitivity to change. The
townscape includes high walled railway viaducts that surround the site, the travellers’
site, other residential buildings beyond the viaducts and low quality industrial units,
including the Bow Triangle Business Centre to the south and west of the travellers’ site.

4.4.3

The full baseline text for landscape, townscape and built heritage within this route
window is described within the main ES (Volume 2, Chapter 8, Section 8.15,
paragraphs 8.15.24 to 8.15.25).
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Mitigation and Temporary Residual Townscape Impacts
4.4.4

The townscape in this area is well contained and unremarkable. The demolition of the
laundry building (39-41 Eleanor Street) and business units 1-3, and reconfiguration of
the travellers’ site will result in an increased area of worksite and increased duration
of works by approximately 12 months compared to the original scheme. However,
overall this will not result in any additional impacts on townscape resources previously
identified in the main ES.
Mitigation and Permanent Residual Townscape Impacts

4.4.5

The permanent works will not result in any significant adverse impacts on
townscape resources.
Impacts on Visual Amenity
Baseline

4.4.6

The viaducts and Bow Triangle Business Centre will significantly constrain views of the
worksite for those receptors outside the triangle of viaducts. Within the triangle of land
there will be open views of the worksite from occupants of the reconfigured travellers’
site, restricted views from workers in the Business Centre, as there are limited windows,
and views obtained by pedestrians and vehicular travellers using the Business Centre
access road. A limited number of views may be obtained from outside the triangle of
land, including views obtained by pedestrians along Eleanor Street and Rounton Road,
from the upper storeys of the new Campbell Road housing, opposite the north eastern
boundary of the site, and from the upper floors of other high-rise residential blocks.

4.4.7

The full baseline text for visual amenity within this route window is described within
the main ES (Volume 2, Chapter 8, Section 8.15, paragraphs 8.15.32 to 8.15.33).
Mitigation and Temporary Residual Impacts

4.4.8

Residents of the travellers’ site will experience views of the construction activities and
there will be a significant adverse temporary impact on the visual amenity of residents
at the reconfigured travellers’ site in addition to those previously reported in the main
ES. This is shown on Map C12(v) of the AP2 ES mapping volume (AP2a).

4.4.9

The demolition of units 1-3 will result in an increased worksite opposite the remainder
of units that back onto Gas Factory Curve Viaduct. However due to the nature of the
businesses, the low amenity value of the views and the lack of windows fronting onto
the worksite it is considered there will be no significant temporary adverse impacts.

4.4.10

As the laundry site will be redeveloped for travellers’ housing, there will no longer be
a temporary significant adverse visual amenity impact on the workers at the laundry
building referred to in the main ES as the building south of the District line viaduct.
This is shown as an eliminated impact on Map C12(v) of the AP2 ES mapping
volume (AP2a). Other significant impacts are as previously reported in the main ES.
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Laundry building looking south along Eleanor Street
Mitigation and Permanent Residual Impacts
4.4.11

Residents of the existing travellers’ site currently have views of the two railway viaducts
some 5 m high that enclose the site along its eastern and southern boundaries. The
permanent works comprise a new structure, some 11 m high in the eastern apex of the
two viaducts at Rounton Road. This is a larger and more dominant structure in the south
east corner of the Bow Triangle. However, the travellers’ site is located to the west of the
Bow Triangle, and is separated from the shaft structure by a vacant site. The obstruction
of the skyline for the travellers’ will not be significantly increased and consequently there
will be no permanent significant adverse impacts on the residents at the travellers’ site
or on any other visual receptor.
Impacts on Ecology
Baseline

4.4.12

The baseline ecological resources are substantially the same as those described
in the main ES (Volume 2, Chapter 8, Section 8.15, paragraphs 8.15.42 to 8.15.44).

4.4.13

Additional surveys undertaken in 2005 have identified two railway arches beneath
the District line viaduct with moderate bat roost potential.
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Mitigation and Residual Impacts
4.4.14

Three industrial units with moderate bat-roost potential will be demolished. In addition,
railway arches at the Eleanor Street Worksite have moderate bat-roost potential, and
will be used for the storage and operation of plant during construction. Of the many bat
emergence surveys undertaken elsewhere on the Crossrail route none have identified
roosting bats in similar locations, and it is therefore statistically unlikely that roosting
bats are present here. Prior to construction, surveys will be undertaken and if roosting
bats are found, routine mitigation, as set out in Volume 6a, Appendix B1 of the main
ES, will prevent significant impacts.

4.4.15

In summary, the revised worksite location will not generate any significant temporary or
permanent impacts to ecology, additional to those already reported within the main ES.
Noise and Vibration
Baseline

4.4.16

The full baseline text for noise and vibration within this route window is described within
the main ES (Volume 2, Chapter 8, Section 8.15, paragraph 8.15.63).
Mitigation and Temporary Residual Impacts

4.4.17

The relevant mitigation measures set out in Appendix B1 of the main ES will be
employed to reduce construction noise. A 5 m high hoarding will also be provided
around the Eleanor Street worksite, in place of the 3.6 m hoarding proposed in the
main ES.

4.4.18

The revised scheme will not generate any additional significant temporary or permanent
noise and vibration impacts to those already reported with the main ES.
Community and Socio-Economics
Baseline

4.4.19

The full baseline assessment for this route window is described within the main ES
(Volume 2, Chapter 8, Section 8.15, paragraph 8.15.87).
Mitigation and Residual Impacts

4.4.20

The construction works will result in the displacement of jobs in the laundry buildings
and units 1-3 of Bow Triangle Business Centre and may result in displacement of
occupiers in the arches of the viaducts. Although the displacement of jobs will
be disruptive for the people affected, there will be no significant impact due to the
relatively small number of jobs displaced (between 49 and 71) in relation to total
local employment.

4.4.21

The significant community impact reported in the main ES due to relocation of the
travellers will no longer occur
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4.5

Summary
Additional Significant Impacts

4.5.1

The revised scheme will generate the following significant adverse impact in addition
to those reported in the main ES:
• Visual Amenity: significant temporary impact on the visual amenity of residents at
the reconfigured travellers’ site
Eliminated Significant Impacts

4.5.2

In addition, as a result of the change in the scheme, the following significant adverse
impacts will be eliminated:
• Visual Amenity: significant impact on the workers at a proposed commercial
building on the western side of Eleanor Street and south of the District line railway
(the laundry building); and
• Community: significant impact to residents of the travellers’ site reported in the
main ES due to relocation of the travellers.
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